Part One : Language Use and Usage (Items 1-25)
Choose the best answer to complete the dialogues.

Conversation 1 : Risa is shopping at the flea market.

Vendor : Hello, Madam, What can I do for you today?
Risa : This hand-painted plate is quite lovely.

Vendor : Oh, I see you have excellent taste. It’s local pottery. I think it was painted here by local artist.
Risa : ……2…… do you have anything else by this artist?
Vendor : Well, I’m not sure who exactly painted which pieces of pottery, but here are some similar pieces.
Risa : ……3……
Vendor : How about these here? They were delivered this morning.
Risa : ……4……
Vendor : It depends which one you want to buy, for example, that first plate is 50 dollars.
Risa : 50 dollars! That’s quite expensive. ……5……
Vendor : Remember, it is hand-painted, this kind of work doesn’t come cheaply.
Risa : Yes, I understand that. But I think 50 dollars is too much.
Vendor : ……6…… Let’s make it 45. I’d really like you to take that home with you.
Risa : How about 35. ……7……
Vendor : I’m sorry, that would be selling at cost.
Risa : Well, those are quite nice. ……4……
Vendor : Good, I think we have a deal then.

1. a. From which it was made?
   b. How was it made?
   c. Where was it made?
   d. Who seems to make it?

2. a. It’s really something.
   b. It’s better than I thought.
   c. Could you get me something else?
   d. I’d like to see others.

3. a. That’s excellent.
   b. Nothing can be compared to it.
   c. I’m sure you choose the right one.
   d. No, they’re really not the same.

4. a. What about the prices?
   b. Can I know the prices?
   c. How much for this one?
   d. How much do I have to pay?

5. a. Thanks but I won’t buy it.
   b. But I really like it.
   c. I can’t afford that.
   d. That’s ridiculous.

6. a. Don’t you want the plate?
   b. I can see that you love the plate.
   c. The plate is special.
   d. Just buy the plate.

7. a. I don’t want to lose.
   b. I can’t go higher than that.
   c. Please help me.
   d. I can’t stand bargaining with you.

8. a. There’s no shame in that.
   b. You shouldn’t do that.
   c. That’s a great idea!
   d. What a shame!

Conversation 2 : Two neighbors are talking in the backyard.

Gerard : I really think you have a beautiful backyard Mikey. ……9……
Mikey : Well, it takes time and patience. But I also have a few secrets…
Gerard : Ok, what do I have to do to get you to tell me your secrets? If I had the money, I would hire a gardener.
Mikey : ……10…… I’d never hire a gardener. Working in the yard is the best kind of relaxation.
Gerard : ……11…… I’d never have planted trees if I’d known how much work they’d require.
Mikey : ……12…… Your attitude is all wrong.
Gerard : ……13…… My attitude is wrong?
Mikey : Why do you think your secret is some special lawnmower or special type of gardening tool.
Gerard : What kind of secret is that? I thought your secret is some special lawnmower or special type of gardening tool.
Mikey : No, any lawnmower or tool will do the job…14…
Gerard : So you say that If I had a better feeling about working in the garden, I’d have a beautiful lawn and plants like yours.

Mikey : Yes, that’s it. ……..15……

9. a. How do you make it?
   b. How about it?
   c. How do you fancy it?

10. a. You needn’t do that.
    b. How clever you are!
    c. What an idea!
    d. Really? I should hire one.

11. a. You’re absolutely right!
    b. I think so too.
    c. Is that your opinion?
    d. You’re kidding, right?

12. a. You can’t afford any mistakes.
    b. That’s your problem right there.
    c. This is your mistake.
    d. You’re the one who always have a problem.
13. a. Excuse me.  
    b. Talk to my hand.  
    c. I accept that.  
    d. I’m afraid so.

14. a. It’s all in the mind.  
    b. You can buy any type.  
    c. You should hire a gardener.  
    d. It’s because of you.

15. a. You’ve got it!  
    b. You get what you give!  
    c. You’re over it!  
    d. You’ve got what it takes!

Situational Dialogs

16. A: Where about in the United States did you travel?  
    B: ………………..  
    a. About two years in New York.  
    b. I went to California for a week.  
    c. It is about a place I visited.  
    d. I was on a business trip to California.

17. A: I’m sorry but I’m not seeing you off at the airport tomorrow.  
    B: How come?  
    a. I come with my pals.  
    b. I have to sit for my exam.  
    c. I’ll have my mom drop me off at the airport.  
    d. I’ll go there by bus.

18. Your friend is chosen to present your group work in front of the classroom. He says to you “……………..”  
    a. You can count on me.  
    b. It’s your choice.  
    c. I will make the best out of it.  
    d. You can pull this off.

20. A: ………………..  
    B: Oh, it’s nothing special.  
    a. Tell me what your new house is like.  
    b. Tell me how your new house looks like.  
    c. Would you like your new house?  
    d. Do you like your new house?

21. A: ………………..  
    B: Just a trim in the front.  
    a. What can I do for you?  
    b. How do you like your hair?  
    c. How do you find your hair?  
    d. How do you want to cut your hair?

22. You run into your friend at the mall. He asks you “What is up with you?” You say: ………………..  
    a. Nothing.  
    b. Absolutely.  
    c. All right.  
    d. My pleasure.

23. You are studying for the exam; your friend asks if you would mind him turning on the TV. You want to study quietly so you say “……………..”  
    a. Yes, please.  
    b. No, please.  
    c. Yes, I do.  
    d. No, I don’t.

24. A: Can you lend me your book?  
    B: Totally, here you are.  
    A: Thank you so much.  
    B: ………………..  
    a. Don’t mention it.  
    b. It's no big deal.  
    c. Thanks to you.  
    d. That’s all right with me.

25. On the phone.  
    A: ………………..  
    B: She’s around here, hang on.  
    a. Where’s Shelby?  
    b. Is Shelby home?  
    c. Get me Shelby.  
    d. Do you know Shelby?

Error Identification

Four parts of each sentence below are underlined and marked with the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4. Identify the underlined part that makes the sentence incorrect.

26. Capitalism has improved the lives of billions of people—something that’s easy forget a great economic uncertainty.  
    a.           b.  
    c.                        d.

27. He kept to dial the private numbers of top executives to hear their sleepy yet enthusiastic replies.  
    a.                b.  
    c.         d.

28. Hong Kong’s film industry was once among the more vibrant in the world.  
    a.       b.          c.  
    d.

29. After seven years of anticipate, residents come to terms with a city transformed.  
    a.               b.  
    c.           d.

30. Our company has experience in designing, building, and operate common platforms within central centers.  
    a.  b.                c.  
    d.

31. Our firm builds IT system unique suited to your situation.  
    a.           b.      c.  
    d.

32. The U.S. nonprofit gives business and agricultural advice to coffer farmers in Africa and Latin America and links it to buyers such as Starbucks.  
    a.                b.  
    c.                     d.

33. Guests can choose from 21 cold-and hot spring pools, and a swimming pool run along the side of the building.  
    a.             b.  
    c.                       d.

34. Other activities are included yoga, hiking in the surrounding mountains, trips to a local vineyards and fruit-picking excursion to nearby orchards.  
    a.     b.             c.  
    d.
35. Nelson Mandela remains an inspiration for young and old around the world because his example and his good works.

36. In addition to the worldwide celebration of his 90th birthday, I wanted our company to mark it in a significant way.

37. In 2003, he founded the Mandela-Rhodes Foundation, where is centered on a remarkable scholarship program for African students.

38. To me, this model of leadership is such profound and historic that I decided to focus on explaining what the world can learn from it.

39. Frank is a friend of Jackson's who he spent long and lonely years in prison together.

40. Twenty five percent of the adult population in China is overweight or obese, as Chinese add more meat and dairy products to his diet.

41. Museums of natural history are ordinarily owned and operated by special interest groups created for that purpose.

42. A surge in the level of stress apparently increases the recurrence of nightmares.

43. Each bowler rolls the ball twice in each frame, unless a strike is bowled.

44. William Hearst had five sons, all of whom eventually became executives in the Hearst newspaper conglomerate.

45. An axiomatic assumption in physics holds that all matter has kinetic energy because of its motion and mass.

46. a. endorsement b. investment c. complement d. commencement

47. a. numeric b. generic c. historic d. rubric

48. a. Nonetheless b. Moreover c. However d. As

49. a. accelerating b. accepting c. acclaiming d. accumulating

50. a. fame b. value c. rumour d. revenge

51. a. denied b. opted c. involved d. referred

52. a. which b. including c. relating d. whose

53. a. mainly b. namely c. timely d. likely

54. a. tried out b. signed out c. sold out d. bought out

Reading (Items 46-100)

Michael Phelps: The 100-million-dollar man

Los Angeles (DPA) - Olympic medal record-holder Michael Phelps could earn 100 million dollars through sponsorship deals, his agent told the Wall Street Journal in an interview published Monday.

Phelps, who won a eighth gold medal, currently earns an estimated 3 million to 5 million dollars – a huge amount for an athlete in a niche sport that's only shown on mainstream US television during the Olympics.

Phelps started gold medals at the current games, his agent Peter Carlisle began receiving a growing torrent of offers for business opportunities - with more than 50 business proposals a day coming in over the weekend.

"What is the of eight golds in Beijing before a prime-time audience in the US?" asked Carlisle. "I'd say 100 million dollars over the course of his lifetime."

Phelps, 23, already has contracts with swimwear firm Speedo, Hilton Hotels and watchmaker Omega.

But the paper quoted sports marketing experts as saying that Phelp's new-found superstardom could yield far larger deals. Nike could pay him 40 million dollars to 50 million dollars if he to end his current relationship with Speedo in favor of the sports giant, could use Phelps to launch its own swimming line.

But Speedo is to wage a tough fight to keep its star seller. The company had of its entire line of tens of thousands of 25-dollar Phelps jerseys, even though swimmers don't wear jerseys in their sport. The company has also reported strong for the specialized 550-dollar racing suits worn by Phelps and plans to launch several new versions over the coming months the paper reported.

46. a. endorsement b. investment c. complement d. commencement

47. a. numeric b. generic c. historic d. rubric

48. a. Nonetheless b. Moreover c. However d. As

49. a. accelerating b. accepting c. acclaiming d. accumulating

50. a. fame b. value c. rumour d. revenge

51. a. denied b. opted c. involved d. referred

52. a. which b. including c. relating d. whose

53. a. mainly b. namely c. timely d. likely

54. a. tried out b. signed out c. sold out d. bought out
55. a. demand  b. supply  c. coerce  d. vigor

56. What does ‘molting’ mean?
   a. an offspring of a Black and a White parent.
   b. to lose feathers, skin or hair as a natural process at a particular time.
   c. the driver and keeper of an elephant.
   d. to play a magic.

57. What did Garfield do to John?

58. According to this comic, what happen to Beetle and his friend?
   a. They want to buy foods for Zero.
   b. They want to give money to Zero.
   c. They want to make sure if Zero get recover from catching a cold.
   d. They want to borrow money from Zero because they thought Zero would stupid enough to lend them money.
59. Why do John and Garfield have to acting like that?
   a. They are afraid of something.
   b. They have developed Parkinson disease.
   c. They don’t understand why Odie sleep like that.
   d. They can’t find the remote control that Odie intended to overlie.

Author: Yvonne Warren
I never knew there would be a better tomorrow
But you’ve come into my life and taken away all my sorrow

My days of sadness are a thing of the past
Because I have found true love at last

My days of emptiness are gone for good
Because you fill a void in my heart that you should

You’ve opened a window
You’ve shown me the light
And my love for you will continue to burn bright.

60. What is author try to say here?
   a. He’s very sad since she has gone.
   b. Her love will burn him to death.
   c. His love will last for a lifetime.
   d. He loves this woman.

Author: Jason Roop
I know it hasn’t been long since I last saw you my dear, But to me it feels as long as five hundred year.

I miss you to the point I am loosing all sanity,
There has to be an end to all this calamity.

I think of you every second and every breath,
For you I would stare even into the face of death.
To kiss your lips is to taste the sweetness of love,
And it brings forth feelings from the heavens above.

To look into your eyes is to gaze into the sky,
So beautiful with the stars and the heavens inside.
To see your smile is to see the divine.
This poem is for you, sweet love of mine.

61. From poem above, what is the closest meaning of “calamity”?
   a. harshness  b. disaster  c. danger  d. violence

62. What can you assume from this poem?
   a. The author knows that love can make people blind.
   b. The author feels that love is unavoidable.
   c. The author is very much in love with his sweetheart.
   d. No pain, no gain.

63. What is the most appropriate title for this poem?
   a. Whip me harshly.
   b. The power of the dark side.
   c. Doctor’s sense of humor.
   d. Sweet love of mine.

What lies behind us, and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.

by: Ralph Waldo Emerson

64. What author implies here?
   a. Don’t lie each other.
   b. What lies behind and before us is unacceptable.
   c. lying is the art of improvisation.
   d. liar is unrespectable.

“A great man is always willing to be little”

by: Ralph Waldo Emerson

65. Refer to word “little”, what does author mean?
   a. miniature  b. humble  c. petite  d. diminutive

You went away so long ago, to a place you’d never been To lend a hand of help and & strength to those with too few friends.

Though many times it was so hard for me to understand Why you were among the chosen to defend another’s land…

In time I came to realize and grow in admiration Of the love and courage you generously gave

by: Jim Harrison

66. Who does the author refer to?
   a. missionary  b. doctor  c. reverend  d. soldier

67. What is the closest tone of this poem?
   a. impressive  b. depressive  c. imaginative  d. melancholic

68. What is the most appropriate title for this poem?
   a. Fight for glory.
   b. Because you were there.
   c. Holy war.
   d. The power of the dark side.
69. What is the synonym of “courage”?
   a. valiant  b. deprecate  c. intimidate  d. deter

   You know my most intimate mind
   My vulnerable side
   May gratitude
   I cannot hide
   Embracing
   My secrets to confine In you

   And I can’t deny
   The change in me
   You are a guarantee
   To the highest degree

   And I am forever grateful
   I am forever blessed
   With the comfort you suggest
   You’ve always
   Given me your best

   I recall
   Above all
   When I first saw you
   I knew

   You were sleeping
   Consumed by wall of whites
   Yet you were
   Uniquely bright

   Sometimes....
   Watching the way
   You sit and ponder
   Laughing as a silly thought
   Enter you
   You smile explodes
   and takes flight

   Landing on me
   And I catch it

   Beautiful
   Lucent
   Pure
   Secure....
   My cure
   ....you are

   by: Emily N. Sorensen

70. According to the poem above, what you may describe here?
   a. A good relationship between two friends.
   b. A husband and wife support each other even the hardest time.
   c. Tight relationship between dog and human.
   d. Endless love.

71. What does “confine” mean?
   a. bound  b. requisite  c. abide  d. vital

72. What can you assume from this poem?
   a. This is a complex relationship.
   b. Both of them conceal their true feeling.
   c. They are such a very good friends.
   d. Somebody will get kill here.

- Hands should be washed often in warm, soapy water throughout meal preparation – especially after handling raw meats and eggs--for at least 20 seconds to help prevent the spread of bacteria. It's important to use soap.

- Using two cutting boards helps reduce your risk of cross-contamination by preventing the spread of harmful bacteria.

- Special precaution needs to be taken after cutting raw meats on your board is clean thoroughly with hot soapy water, then disinfect with chlorine bleach or other sanitizing solution, and last rinse in clean water.

- A meat/cooking thermometer is the ONLY reliable way to ensure safety and determine the doneness of your food.

- Leftover foods should be cooked to 165°F. To be safe, food must be cooked to an internal temperature high enough to destroy harmful bacteria.

- It is safe to defrost food in both the refrigerator and the microwave. If you defrost in the refrigerator, remember to cover raw meat and place it on the bottom shelf so raw juices don't drip onto other foods.

- Make sure your refrigerator is set below 40°F. Refrigerating foods at a proper temperature slows the growth of bacteria and prevents food borne illness.

- Leftover foods should not be out of refrigeration for more than two hours because they are exposed to temperature above 40°F, where harmful bacteria multiply rapidly. In hot weather (80°F or warmer), this time is reduced to one hour.
76. A meat/cooking thermometer is the only reliable way to check the doneness of meats, poultry, egg dishes and leftovers.
   a. True    b. False
77. Leftover foods should be reheated to __________.
   a. 140 °F    b. 150 °F    c. 165 °F    d. doesn’t matter
78. Meat, fish and poultry should be defrosted ________.
   a. On the counter    b. In the refrigerator
   c. In the microwave    d. In the refrigerator or; in the microwave
79. The proper temperature for a home refrigerator should be below 40 °F.
   a. True    b. False
80. As a rule of thumb, leftover foods should not stay out of refrigeration for more than ________ hours.
   In hot weather (80 °F or warmer), this time is reduced to __________ hour(s).
   a. four, three    b. three, one    c. three, two    d. two, one
81. ADA (American Dietetic Association) and ConAgra suggest four simple actions to take control of food safety in your kitchen. Which tip is the most important?
   c. Cook to proper temperatures.    d. All of the above.
82. You decide to make a peanut butter sandwich made with two slices of 100% whole grain bread and two tablespoons of peanut butter. How many calories are in this sandwich?
   a. 260    b. 330    c. 520    d. 450
83. How many more calories are there per serving of chocolate milk compared to one serving of whole milk?

- 2% Chocolate Milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Per Serving</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Calories from Fat</th>
<th>% Daily Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Fat</td>
<td>5g</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Fat</td>
<td>3g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>20mg</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>220mg</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carbohydrate</td>
<td>23g</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Fiber</td>
<td>&lt;1g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>22g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>8g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Whole Milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Per Serving</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Calories from Fat</th>
<th>% Daily Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Fat</td>
<td>8g</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Fat</td>
<td>5g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>38mg</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>129mg</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carbohydrate</td>
<td>12g</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Fiber</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>12g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>8g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Option: b. 150

84. One serving of condensed tomato soup is equal to ½ cup. You want to prepare the tomato soup with an equal amount (one can) of whole milk. How much sodium is in one serving of condensed tomato soup that has been prepared with an equal amount of whole milk?

- Tomato Soup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Per Serving</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Calories from Fat</th>
<th>% Daily Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>0mg</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>710mg</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carbohydrate</td>
<td>20g</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Fiber</td>
<td>1g</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>12g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>2g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Whole Milk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Per Serving</th>
<th>Calories</th>
<th>Calories from Fat</th>
<th>% Daily Value*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Fat</td>
<td>8g</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated Fat</td>
<td>5g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Fat</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>38mg</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium</td>
<td>129mg</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Carbohydrate</td>
<td>12g</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietary Fiber</td>
<td>0g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td>12g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>8g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Option: b. 836
85. How many slices of 100% whole wheat bread would give you 100% of your niacin need for one day?

a. 3   b. 1   c. 5   d. 7

86. What happens in “Saturday with Grandpa”?
   a. A boy and his grandpa eat hot dogs.
   b. A boy and his grandpa clean together.
   c. A boy and his grandpa ride in a car.
   d. A boy and his grandpa go to the beach.

87. What do the boy and his grandpa both wear while they clean?
   a. mops  b. aprons  c. caps  d. scarves

88. When we are done, we hurry to the store.
    What does hurry mean?
    a. walk  b. skip  c. hop  d. rush

89. What do the boy and his grandpa like do while they dust?
    a. sing  b. dance  c. mop  d. wash

90. How does a butterfly grow? It starts out as a tiny egg. It becomes a caterpillar. It eats lots of leaves. It grows and grows. Then it goes inside a cocoon. At last, it comes out. It’s a butterfly!

91. How does a frog grow? It starts out as a tiny egg in the water. The egg grows into a tadpole. It keeps changing. It eats tiny plants. It grows and grows. At last, it hops out of the pond. It’s a frog!
How does a flower grow? It starts out as a seed.

Sun and rain help the seed grow. Roots grow into the ground. The plant grows and grows. At last, a bud opens. It's a flower!

Now you know how they grow!

90. What do you think the butterfly will do next?
   a. fly away
   b. turn into a frog
   c. sing a song
   d. swim in the water

91. Where does a tadpole live?
   a. in a tree
   b. under a rock
   c. in the sky
   d. in the water

92. How does a tadpole move?
   a. run
   b. hop
   c. walk
   d. gallop

93. At last, it hops out of the pond. What does hops mean?
   a. runs
   b. jumps
   c. falls
   d. swims

94. What help the seed grow?
   a. sun
   b. rain
   c. plant
   d. a and b are correct.

95. What is a bud?
   a. seed
   b. root
   c. a partially opened flower
   d. a partially opened root

96. Is your plane for sale? Or, do you know of one for sale that isn't being advertised on the Internet? If you help me find a plane that I buy, I'll pay a finder's fee.
   What does Steve want to do?
   a. He wants to sell a plane.
   b. He wants to buy a plane.
   c. He wants to know how to fly a plane.
   d. He wants to get a finder’s fee.

97. "It would have to rain, but I am not going anywhere," he said from his piano, before leading the crowd in a rendition of Singing In The Rain. What happened during the concert?
   a. The singer sings very well.
   b. It rains.
   c. The singer sings many songs.
   d. The singer has a piano.

98. What is the word crowd in question number 97 mean?
   a. a group of people congregated or collected into a close body without order.
   b. Female of domestic cattle.
   c. Express pleasure verbally.
   d. Express pleasure verbally.

99. What helps control blood pressure?
   a. many people
   b. weight control
   c. exercise
   d. response

100. What do most people exercise for?
    a. flexibility
    b. control blood pressure
    c. build muscle
    d. weight control
1. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า มันทำมาจากที่ไหนหรอ
2. ตอบข้อ D เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันไม่ขอของกินเลย
3. ตอบข้อ D เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ไม่ พวกมันดูไม่เหมือนกันเลย
4. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า เพราะประโยคพูดว่า แล้วมันราคาเท่าไหร่ล่ะ
5. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันไม่มีเงินพอซื้อมันหรอก
6. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันดูก็รู้ว่าคุณชอบจานใบนั้น
7. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันอยากดูของอย่างอื่นด้วย
8. ตอบข้อ D เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันไม่ฟูพวกมันดูไม่เหมือนกันเลยสักนิด
9. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า คุณทำมันอย่างไร
10. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า แล้วมันราคาเท่าไหร่ล่ะ
11. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า คุณลือเล่นใช่ไหม
12. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันไปแคลิฟอร์เนียมาอาทิตย์นึง
13. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันติดไปสอบนะ
14. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
15. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
16. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
17. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า เฉราทางใจซึ้งได้เลย
18. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า เฉราทางใจซึ้งได้เลย
19. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
20. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
21. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
22. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
23. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
24. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
25. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
26. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า Shelby อยู่บ้านไหน่
27. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า Shelby อยู่บ้านไหน่
28. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
29. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
30. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
31. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
32. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
33. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
34. ตอบข้อ C เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
35. ตอบข้อ A เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
36. ตอบข้อ B เพราะประโยคพูดว่า ฉันจะไปเรียนนี่
37. ตอบข้อ B เพราะต้องใช้เทมเดย์ which เป็นประโยค relative clause
38. ตอบข้อ A เพราะ profound and historic เป็นตัวอย่างที่ต้องใช้ so + Adjective + that = มาก... มากมาย
39. ตอบข้อ B เพราะมี who แล้ว จึงต้องคัด he ออก
40. ตอบข้อ D เพราะประชากรมีจุดนิยมมาก จึงต้องใช้ their ซึ่งหมายถึงของพวกเขา
41. ตอบข้อ A เพราะ หมายความว่า เป็นเจ้าและดำเนินธุรกิจโดย.....
42. ตอบข้อ C เพราะ หมายความว่า เพิ่มขึ้นอย่างเห็นได้ชัด
43. ตอบข้อ C เพราะมี who แล้วจึงต้องตัด he ออก
44. ตอบข้อ D เพราะ หมายความว่า ตั้งแต่ Phelps เริ่ม...
45. ตอบข้อ D เพราะมีแนวโน้มที่จะ...
46. ตอบข้อ A เพราะ จากบทกลอนแปลว่า อย่าโกหกซึ่งกันและกัน
47. ตอบข้อ C เพราะ จากบทกลอนแปลว่า กลิ้งลูกบอล (ลูกโบว์ลิ่ง) สองครั้ง
48. ตอบข้อ A เพราะ จากบทกลอนแปลว่า พวกเขากำลังนอนทับซ้อนเอาไว้
73. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง หรือ ๆ แล้วควรเขียนอย่างน้อย 20 วินาที ไม่ใช่ 5 วินาที

74. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

75. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ ถูกต้องไม่ถูกต้อง เพราะให้คำตอบจาก เซอร์ไอ 照样ไปตามกับ หมายความว่า และข้อสุดท้ายให้แสดงด้วยภาษาอังกฤษที่

76. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

77. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ คือ ganma หรือความร้อนที่ 165 องศาเซลเซียส

78. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ ควรจะทำให้น้ำซึมในผู้อื่น หรือใน ไมโครเวฟ

79. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

80. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ สิ่งและมากวัยไม่เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

81. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ ทุกข้อซ้อน (A, B, C) เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

82. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ 330 เซลล์เป็นคำตอบที่ถูกต้อง

83. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ 20 เซลล์

84. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ Sodium คือผู้รับผิดชอบ 773

85. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ 5 แผน บาง ๆ

86. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ จากเรื่องเล่าไม่ว่า เล็กผู้ชายกับลูกจูบจะหายท่าท่าว่าจะด้วย

87. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ จากเรื่องเล่า เล็กผู้ชายกับลูกจูบจะหายท่าท่าว่าเป็นอบอุ่นและท่าว่าจะหาย

88. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ ความหมายที่เหมือนกับ ดิ่ง คือ rush - เร็ว ๆ

89. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ ในขณะที่เปิดผูกใจ ก็ร้องเพลงไปด้วย

90. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ ต้องการมีน้ำไป

91. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ ลูกอัดคืบอยู่ในน้ำ

92. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ ลูกอัดคืบอยู่ไปโดยการกระโดด

93. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ hops แปลว่า กระโดด

94. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ พระอาทิตย์กับฝนช่วยให้เมล็ดพืชเจริญเติบโต

95. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ bud (การแตกหน่อ การแตกยอด) คือ ส่วนหนึ่งของดอกไม้ที่ไม่เป็นดอก

96. ตอบข้อ B
เพราะ จากโจทย์ เขาต้องการซื้อเครื่องบิน

97. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะจากโจทย์มีบาง ๆ เพลงหลายเพลง

98. ตอบข้อ A
เพราะ crowd จากข้อ 97 เป็นกลุ่มหนึ่งที่มีความมุ่งมั่น

99. ตอบข้อ C
เพราะ การออกกำลังกายช่วยควบคุมความดันโลหิต

100. ตอบข้อ D
เพราะ คนส่วนมากออกกำลังกายเพื่อควบคุมน้ำหนัก